To build a nuclear deterrent effectiveness evaluation model. Essentially based on nuclear deterrence, nuclear deterrence factors are analyzed and strategic nuclear deterrent performance system model is built. Based on Agent, nuclear deterrence performance assessment analysis model is constructed, the model is practical to solving complex problems and emerging issues performance assessment studies of nuclear deterrence has a strong reference value.
Introduction
The operation of the process of strategic nuclear deterrence, weapons of deterrence have the military strength and the determination of the use of strength is the implementation deterrence premise [1] . Deterrence has been effective in the transmission of information and the key to implementation of deterrence, the message can be expressed as a conditional threat [2] [3] (see figure 1): "If you take action Y, I will take action X to punish you, and your loss is greater than you gains. " The above discussion reflects the cost of inputs-benefit analysis of thinking, the thinking behind the logic: deterrence conditions to be established, the "deterrence through deterrence performance assessment (challenger on the War risk assessment and cost assessment): deterrence squarecounter the challenges caused by the party's loss is greater than the revenue expected offensive; challenger such psychological effects: L (loss)-G (benefit)> 0 ", the loss of challenger attack courage to give up the threat [4] [5] . 
Principles of Architecture
The set S that the deterrence square strategic nuclear deterrence performance sysInternational Conference on Information, Business and Education Technology (ICIBIT 2013) tem is composed of different system components:
S＝ have factors, system is composed of the total number of systems ：
Each type of system performance indicators:
Each has dim:
Performance system model of strategic nuclear deterrent
Nuclear forces refers to the number of missiles, penetration performance, viability assured destruction.
(1) Use of the verification force determination system. Is the attitude and policy of a State to use nuclear power.
(2) Nuclear combat capability of the system. Refers to the scheme for the application of nuclear forces and the daily nuclear forces combat training effect.
(3) Nuclear damage mental endurance system. Various countries because of the different culture, way of life, the psychological ability to have suffered nuclear strikes are not the same.
Based on the above analysis, this paper presents a structural model of nuclear deterrence, performance related factors, as shown in figure 2. The realization of the strategic nuclear deterrent effectiveness evaluation model, mainly achieved by assessing the Agent assess the Agent to have the database, information gathering, deterrence feedback quantizer, the ability to self-learning, through deterrence feedback quantizer, and deterrence degree standard library, to achieve performance assessment.
Deterrence degree of recognition quantify the results of the assessment, product assessment is based primarily on the effect and impact of each strategic deterrence factors. For comparison, according to the results of deterrence degree standard library corresponding warning is given in accordance with the level exceeds the critical point. The deterrence degree standard library to establish, as given in Table 1 deterrence evaluation matrix, the table can be given the deterrence size deterrence size hierarchy can also be given in the number.
Correspondence between deterrence level with the deterrent effect: highly efficient deterrent 1 to 3; and efficient deterrence 4 to 8; in effective deterrence 9 to 13, low deterrence 14 to 20 deterrence; deterrent effect can be ignored: more than 20. Under different conditions of the deterrent level meaning given a different design. The Agent received the results of analysis and evaluation, and optimized their work, so that the strategic nuclear deterrent effect has been comprehensively improved. 
Conclusions
Assessment of the effectiveness of nuclear deterrence is a complex problem involving many factors, the study found that the main factors and secondary factors, and potential factors, in order to make a comprehensive analysis of the effectiveness of nuclear deterrence, we provide the necessary support for the use of nuclear strategy. Agent model with self-learning ability, diversity and resolve performance assessment emerged with a strong practical, can provide support for the development of nuclear strategy and weapons development.
